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Ab�tract

Signaling overhead due to tracing and paging  User  Equipments  (UEs)  has always  been a

concern for the network operators.  Tracking Area (TA) is a logical grouping of cells in Long

Term Evolution (LTE) networks. TAs manage and locate UEs in a LTE network. A well known

performance consideration is  that  of  Tracking Area Update (TAU) overhead versus paging

overhead.

LTE gives more flexibility in terms of TA configuration compared to previous generations. This

flexibility is offered by means of Tracking Area List (TAL). TAL is expected to overcome certain

limitations of the conventional TA scheme. How to exploit this flexibility to have a TA design

that reduces signaling overhead remains an open issue. This thesis exploits the TAL concept in

LTE networks in order to evaluate its performance. An approach to design TAL using UE traces

is presented. The evaluation of its performance is done by comparing it with the conventional

TA and the rule of thumb TAL designs. The cost of collecting UE traces using TAL is taken into

consideration when evaluating performance of UE-trace based TAL design.
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Techn�cal Def�n�t�on�

The following terms are used throughout this thesis report.

1st Generation (1G)

In early 1980's US launched the 1st generation of cellular network system called Advance Mobile Phone
System  (AMPS).  It  was  an  analogue  system  based  on  frequency  modulation  technology.  It  was
designed for only voice applications.

2nd Generation (2G)

In 1991, the 2nd generation of cellular network systems based on circuit switching was launched and
called  Global  System for  Mobile  Communication  (GSM).  It  was  the  first  digital  technology  based
system which also provided data service along with voice. It also laid foundation to further coming
2.5G (GPRS), 2.75G (EDGE) and 3G networks.

3rd Generation (3G)

In 2001, the 3rd generation of cellular network systems based on packet switching was launched. There
are two standards that are termed as 3G. These include Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS)  and  CDMA2000.  3G  networks  improve  on  packet  switching  based  services.  3G  networks
provide higher data rates compared to previous generations.

Long Term Evolution (LTE)

LTE is a candidate for 4G. LTE like 3G is based on 'packet switching'. The difference is that LTE network
is an all IP based network. LTE offers greater up-link and down-link data rates. LTE also offers flexibility
in network design including location management.

LTE Idle Mode

When a UE is switched on but the network doesn't know where exactly the UE is, it is said to be in idle
mode. However, the network in this case knows in which TA the UE is located but not exactly which
cell.

LTE Active Mode

When UE is connected via any channel like during a call, the network knows in which cell the UE is
located and UE can send or receive data at any time. In this situation the UE is said to be in active
mode.

LTE Detach Mode

When UE is powered off, it is in the detached mode. However, even the detached mode, it is important
that the network knows that the UE is powered off.

Handover

When the received signal strength is lower than a certain level from the serving cell with the help of
network, UE is shifted to another neighboring cell with highest signal level without terminating the call.
Handover occurs when a UE is shifted from one communicating channel to another channel during a
call or data transfer through the core network. This happens to avoid call termination when the cell
gets out from the serving range of one cell and enters the serving range of another cell.



Hard Handover

Hard Handover means that before the connection is made with other cell, the first connection is lost.
But this is made to be instant so that there should be no or minimum disruption. The main advantage
of this is that the UE only uses one channel at a time and also that the interruption is so small that it is
unnoticeable. The main disadvantage is that if the handover fails to occur, the call is terminated.

Soft Handover

Soft  Handover  means  that  connection  is  maintained  with  the  previous  cell  until  the  handover  is
completed. The advantage is that chances of call  termination are lowered.  The disadvantage is  its
complex hardware and utilizing more than one channel for handover.

Signaling Overhead

Signaling overhead constitutes  to extra  signaling burden that  the network has  to  bear  in  getting
updated about the UE and in making contact with the UE when the call comes.

Location Area (LA)

Location area is a group of geographically adjacent cells in which UEs can move without the need to
perform location area update. LAs are fixed with cells exclusive to each LA in 2G and 3G.

Routing Area (RA)

Routing Area is a subset of Location Area. This concept was introduced in UMTS so as to locate GPRS-
attached UEs more accurately in an LA. Data traffic is more bursty than voice which means that more
paging is required when data is required to be sent. RAs provide means to minimize paging.

Tracking Area (TA)

Tracking area is a logical  grouping of cells  in LTE.  Within a TA, UEs in idle mode do not perform
tracking area update (TAU).

Tracking Area Update (TAU)

When a UE moves to a cell that is not in the current TA of UE (or in the TAL the UE is holding) then UE
updates the network about the new TA. This update is called tracking area update.

Paging

When network receives a call for a UE, it pages the cells in the last registered TA (or all cells in the TAs
in TAL) for that UE in order to connect the call.

Tracking Area Update Overhead

Tracking area update overhead is the overhead in the network caused when a UE performs a TAU.

Paging Overhead

Paging overhead is the overhead in the network caused when a UE is paged.

User Equipment (UE)

User equipment is a term used for devices (such as mobile, laptop etc.) which a user uses to access a
4th generation mobile network
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Chapter 1  Introduction

Chapter 1 ntrod ct on

There has been a tremendous growth in cellular communications especially mobile broadband

networks.  Long  Term Evolution  (LTE)  is  a  candidate  for  4G that  aims  to  improve  mobile

communications with an emphasis on mobile broadband. LTE offers new features that improve

network efficiency and performance.

Mobility Management (MM) is one of the key functions in mobile networks. It provides means

to locate User Equipments (UEs) and deliver services (such as calls, SMS etc.) to UEs in mobile

networks. There are two aspects of mobility management, location management (also called

reachability)  and  handover  management  (also  called  session  continuity).  Location

management keeps track of  UEs in  mobile networks so that when needed mobile phone

services can be delivered to UEs. Handover management enables session continuation when

UEs change cells (access points). This thesis focuses on location management aspect of MM in

LTE networks.

One of the key tasks of location management is to keep track of UEs in the network. Tracking

Area (TA) is a logical grouping of cells in a network and is used to track and locate (page) UEs.

The TA concept is similar to Location Area (LA) concept in  the circuit-switched (CS) domain

and Routing Area (RA) concept in the packet-switched (PS) domain.

1.1 Scope

This thesis aims to address TA planning and optimization concepts in LTE networks. One of the

main considerations in TA design is to reduce the signaling overhead. Signaling overhead

consists  of  update overhead and paging overhead.  In  the  standard TA update  (TAU)  and

paging scheme, a UE registers in a TA. The TA is recorded in Mobility Management Entity

(MME). Whenever the UE moves to a new TA, it needs to update MME about the new TA. The

UE performs a TAU to update MME. This update contributes to signaling overhead and is

termed  as  TAU signaling  overhead.  When the  UE  is  called,  the  MME pages  all  the  cells

belonging to  the  last  registered TA for  the  UE.  This  paging also  contributes  to  signaling

overhead and is termed as paging signaling overhead.
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1.1 Scope

TA  design  of  a  network  needs  to  be  changed  according  to  changing  UE  mobility  and

distribution  otherwise  the  TA  design  may  cause  more  signaling  overhead.  TA  design

optimization often involves changing TAs for cells.  This change causes service interruption

since  the  cells  need  to  be  restarted  for  the  change  to  take  effect.  To  reduce  service

interruption the new TA design cannot differ a lot from the previous TA design.

Tracking Area List (TAL) is a scheme introduced in 3GPP Release 8 [1]. In this scheme, a cell can

be part of multiple TAs. Each cell has a list of TAs. The cell gives this list to UEs. The list is kept

by UEs until they enter a cell that does not belong to any TA in the list. LTE standard allows

cells  to  give  different  TA  lists  to  different  UEs.  In  MME,  a  UE  location  is  known  to  the

granularity of the TAL allocated to it.

Signaling overhead can be virtually eliminated if TALs are designed using UE movement and

call patterns (UE traces). However obtaining this data is difficult and costly. This thesis presents

an approach to design TAL using UE traces. The approach is aimed to serve as a greenfield

design and not a re-optimization.

1.2 Outline

Chapter  2 describes  various  location  update  and  paging  schemes.  The  conventional  TA

scheme and the signaling overhead that is used throughout the thesis is also discussed.

Chapter 3 describes the limitations of the conventional TA scheme. TAL concept is introduced

and how it can mitigate some of the performance limitations of the conventional TA scheme

are explained

Chapter 4 describes  how TAL can be applied to large-scale networks  and explains the UE-

trace based TAL design and rule of thumb TAL

Chapter 5 describes  the design aspects  of TAL schemes and present numerical results from

simulations

Chapter 7 draws conclusion and prospects the future work

2



Chapter 2  Tracking Area

Chapter 2 Track n Area

This chapter provides an introduction to basic materials and background for tracking area

planning (TAP).  Signaling  overhead formulation for  the  conventional  TA scheme,  which  is

considered throughout the thesis, is provided.

2.1 Tracking Area

TA is  a  group of  cells  (similar  to LA)  in  which a UE can move freely  without  performing

Tracking Area Update (TAU) to update Mobility Management Entity (MME) about its location

in the network.

2.2 Location Management

Location  Management  (LM) means  keeping  track  of  idle  UEs  within  a  network.  Location

management enables network to locate UEs for delivering calls and maintaining connections

as the UEs move in the network. LM consists of two stages: finding the location of UE and call

delivery. In the first stage, network is divided into LAs. UEs send LAU when they change LAs

[2]. An LA is a group of cells which are paged in case of an incoming call. Call delivery to a UE

is achieved by finding the last registered LA and paging all the cells in that LA.

2.3 Location Area Update Schemes

There are various LAU schemes that aim at optimizing LAU overhead. The schemes can be

generally categorized into static and dynamic. In static LAU schemes, the LAs are fixed and

UEs perform LAU when they change LAs while in dynamic LAU schemes, LAUs are based on

UEs call  and mobility patterns  [2].  Static LAU scheme are easy to implement and are not

computationally  expensive  since  they do not  rely  on characteristics  of  UEs.  Dynamic  LAU

schemes  are  computationally  expensive  and require  storage  of  UE  data  for  computation.

Dynamic LAU schemes provide more overhead reductions compared to static LAU schemes

but require careful network design for efficient computation [4].
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2.4 Common Static Location Area Update Schemes

2.4 Common Static Location Area Update Schemes

In static LM schemes UEs either perform LAU when they change cell or after specific time

interval. Some of the common static LM schemes are:

2.4.1  Always Update

In always update scheme, each cell is a reporting cell. A reporting cell is a cell in which a UE

upon entering sends a LAU to update its location in the network. LAU occurs whenever a UE

moves from one cell to another cell. UE sends a LAU on entering a new cell. This allows the

network to know which cell a UE is currently located. This reduces the paging overhead to

zero because  network  always  knows  the  location  of  each  UE.  However,  LAU overhead  is

maximum [6].

2.4.2  Never Update

In the never-update scheme, LAU never takes place since all the cells belong to a single LA.

This means a UE moves between cells without ever performing  LAU. When a UE is called,

network  pages  all  the  cells  in  the  network.  This  results  in  maximum  paging  overhead.

However, LAU is zero [7].

2.4.3  Reporting Cells

In the reporting cells scheme, there are no LAs. A UE updates network about its location when

it enters one of the reporting cells. To locate a UE, a search is conducted in the vicinity of the

last  reporting  cell  visited  by  the  UE.  The  reporting  cells  are  predefined  and  efficient

arrangement requires UE characteristics.

2.4.4  Forming LA

This LAU scheme is a combination of  always-update and never-update schemes.  Cells are

grouped into LAs. UEs moving within a LA do not perform LAUs. An LAU occurs whenever a

UE moves from one LA to another. Whenever there is a need to locate a UE, all cells in the last

known LA of the UE are paged. This combination of always-update and never-update schemes

provide a balance between LAU and paging overheads. This LAU scheme is referred to as the

standard scheme and is the assumed scheme in this thesis.
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2.5 Common Dynamic Location Area Update Schemes

2.5 Common Dynamic Location Area Update Schemes

Dynamic  LM offer  much  more  flexibility  The  parameter  of  dynamic  LM schemes  can  be

modified to fit individual UEs and scenarios. Some of the common dynamic LM schemes are:

2.5.1  Time-based Update

In time-based update scheme, each UE sends an LAU after a certain period of time. This is the

simplest of the schemes since UEs need to follow only their local clocks [2].

2.5.2  Movement-based Update

In  movement-based update  scheme,  a  UE  sends  an LAU after  it  crosses boundaries  of  a

certain number of cells (threshold). This scheme is more complex than time-based because

UEs need to be aware when they cross cell boundaries [2].

2.5.3  Distance-based Update

In distance-based update scheme, a UE sends an LAU after it moves a certain distance since

the last  LAU. This scheme is the most complex since UEs need to know the topology of the

network in order to calculate distance moved [2].

2.6 Paging Schemes

Paging schemes determine how a called UE will  be paged. Some of  the common paging

schemes are:

2.6.1  Simultaneous Paging

In simultaneous paging, when a UE is called all the cells in the last reported LA for the UE are

simultaneously paged.  Because  of  simultaneous  paging  of  cells,  there  is  no  delay  in

connection to the UE but  paging overhead is  high.  This  is  the more used scheme in the

networks.

2.6.2  Sequential Paging

In  this  type  of  paging,  LAs  are  further  divided  into  paging  areas  (PAs).  These  PAs are

numbered according to their cell load probabilities i.e. cell with highest cell load probability is

numbered one, the next one two and so on. So when a UE is called, PAs in the last reported LA

5



2.6 Paging Schemes

of  the  UE  are  paged  according  to  their  number.  This  provides  a  way  to  reduce  paging

overhead since all PAs may not be paged. However, since PAs are paged sequentially, a delay

in connection occurs if the UE is not located in the first PA.

2.7 Tracking Area Design Optimization

Under the conventional TA scheme, the main objective is to have a TA design that minimizes

total signaling overhead. TA of very small size will result in lower paging overhead but there

will  be excessive TAU overhead.  On the other hand,  TAs of  very large size will  reduce or

virtually eliminate TAU overhead but will result in excessive paging overhead.

Much research has been done on this trade-off. The research done on location registration

strategies  [16],[17],[18] and  paging  strategies  [17],[19],[20],[21] which  suggest  special

modifications in the network and additional UE information that is costly to obtain [3]. This is

the reason that conventional TA concept is commonly used [3].

The conventional TA scheme for TAU and paging is followed in the thesis. This means that a

UE crossing a TA boundary will lead to TAU and all cells in the registered TA of the called UE

are paged simultaneously.

2.8 User Equipment States in Mobility Management

A user equipment (UE) in LTE is any device such as smartphone, laptop etc. that an end-user

uses  to  communicate.  UE  is  almost  the  same concept  as  Mobile  Station  (MS)  or  Mobile

Terminal (MT) used in previous generation of cellular networks. From a mobility perspective, a

UE can be in three states: LTE_ACTIVE, LTE_IDLE and LTE_DETACHED. In the LTE_ACTIVE state, a

UE is connected to the network (i.e. has an established  radio connection). In this state, the

networks know the cell the UE is in. Therefore active UEs do not contribute to TAU and paging

overhead since network is always aware of UE location in this state. In LTE_IDLE state, the

network is aware about the UE location to the granularity of a TA (a group of cells) since UE is

in power-conservation mode and does not update network about its location on each cell

change. Instead it informs the network when it changes TAs. In LTE_DETACHED state, the UE is

in a transitory state and is in the process of searching and registering with the network.

Most UEs are in LTE_IDLE mode which means that the network is aware about their location at

6



2.8 User Equipment States in Mobility Management

the granularity  of  a TA.  Cell  load and cell  handover data is  usually the only realistic data

available from a cellular network. However, this data is for UEs in LTE_ACTIVE state.  If it is

assumed that UEs in LTE_IDLE state have the same mobility and call  pattern  as the UEs in

LTE_ACTIVE state, a good estimation of UE movement and call activity can be made. This is the

assumption used in the thesis.

A UE trace is de ned as the cell-to-cell movement and the call arrival pattern of a UE in afi

speci c time period. UE traces can be used to reduce signaling overhead of the network sincefi

the network can be optimized to movement and call patterns of UEs.

2.9 Signaling Overhead Calculation

Let the cells in network be denoted by  Ncells =  { 1 , . . . , N }  and the TAs in the network be

denoted  by  TT A  =  { 1 , . . . , T } . The  TA  each  cell  belongs  to can  be  represented  by  

t =  [ t 1 , . . . , t N ]  where  t i is the TA of cell i.  TA design  t can be represented by an  N  × N

symmetric and binary matrix S(t).  Each matrix element s i j(t) represents whether the two cells

are in the same TA or not.

si j (t )={1 if t i=t j

0 otherwise
(2.1)

Let  ui be the number of UEs in cell  i for a given time period and  h i j be the number of  UEs

moving from cell  i to cell  j. The values of  ui and  h i j can be determined from cell load and

handover data. The amount of overhead of one TAU is denoted by cu  and overhead of  one

paging is denoted by  cp .  Call activity factor i.e. probability that a UE needs to be paged is

denoted by α The total overhead i.e. sum of TAU and paging overhead is calculated as:

cSO( t)=∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N

(cu
hi j (1−s i j(t ))+α c

p
ui si j( t)) (2.2)

In (2.2), the first term within the parenthesis is the TAU overhead for UEs moving from cell i to

cell j if the cells are not in the same TA and the second is the paging overhead for paging UEs

in cell i if the two cells are in the same TA [25].

7



Chapter 3  Tracking Area List

Chapter 3  Tracking Area List

This chapter provides an introduction to Tracking Area List (TAL),  a TA scheme introduced in

3GPP Release 8  [3].  This scheme allows for more flexible TA design. It is expected that this

scheme will remove certain limitations of the conventional TA scheme. Conventional TA which

is  the most  used TA scheme in networks today has performance limitations.  This chapter

considers limitations of the conventional TA. The idea of TAL and how it allows for a more

flexible TA design are explained.

3.1 Limitations of Conventional TA

In a conventional TA, cells are divided into mutually exclusive sets and each set is a TA. A UE

performs  a  TAU whenever  it  changes  TA.  There  are  some limitations  of  conventional  TA

scheme:

3.1.1  Ping Pong Effect

In conventional TA scheme, a UE performs TAU whenever it moves to a cell belonging to a

new TA. Whenever a UE moves back and forth between two cells belonging to different TAs,

there will be excessive TAUs. This phenomenon is referred to as the ping-pong effect.

3.1.2  Mass Mobility Signaling Congestion

Signaling congestion may occur when a large of number of UEs behave in a similar manner,

e.g. massive and simultaneous UE movement in train scenario. Signaling congestion is caused

by excessive TAUs from UEs in a short time interval.

3.1.3  Symmetry Limitation

Under the conventional TA scheme, if cell A and cell B are in the same TA then neither of them

can be in any other TA. If this limitation can be removed, signaling overhead may be reduced.

8



3.1 Limitations of Conventional TA

Example:  Consider the two cells A and B in figure  3.1. Under the conventional TA scheme,

either the cells are in the same TA or not.  From signaling overhead  formula in  (2.2),  total

signaling overhead c1 when both cells A and B are in the same TA is given in (3.1)

c1=αc
p(uA+u B) (3.1)

And when cell A and B are in different TAs, the signaling overrhead c2  is given in (3.2)

c2=c
u(hAB+hBA) (3.2)

Now assume that if cell A and cell B can have different perspectives to one another e.g. cell A

considers B in a different TA but cell B considers cell A in the same TA then the signaling

overhead c 3  is given in (3.3)

c3=c
u
hAB+α c

p
uB (3.3)

For  c1>c3 and  c2>c3 to  be  true,  αc
p
u A>c

u
hAB and  c

u
hBA>αc

p
uB must  be  true  i.e.

when cell A has high load and there are few UEs moving from A to B and cell B has low load

and more UEs move from B to A. In such a scenario, removing symmetry limitation will lead to

a lower signaling overhead.

3.2 Tracking Area List

TAL concept allows for more flexible TA design and management. In the TAL scheme used in

the thesis, each TA consists of one cell. This implies that the TAs are non-overlapping. Each cell

9

Figure 3.1: Symmetry limitation



3.2 Tracking Area List

has a list of TAs which is assigned to UE. The UE does not perform TAU as long as it is in a cell

belonging to one of the TAs from the list. TAU is performed when a UE moves to a cell that is

not included in any of the TAs in the current list. The UE then receives a new TAL. The location

of UE is known at the granularity of the TAL allocated to the UE. 

In figure 3.2 a TA has only one cell. TA1 has cell 1, TA164 has cell 164 and so on. Suppose cell

1 is the starting cell of UE. UE gets TAL of cell 1. UE now moves from cell 1 to 164. Since TA

164 is in TAL of cell 1, no TAU is performed. Same holds when UE moves to cell 13 and 101.

When UE moves from cell 108 to cell 7, TAU takes place since TA7 is not in TAL of cell 1. UE

now holds TAL of cell 7. Cell 27 and cell 60 are in TAL of cell 7 so no TAU takes place. When UE

enters cell 15, TAU occurs and UE gets TAL of cell 15. Throughout the movement network

always knows the location of UE to the granularity of a TAL.

TAL scheme is expected to remove some limitations of the conventional TA scheme. One of

10

Figure 3.2: Example of TAL allocation (TA size = 1 cell)



3.2 Tracking Area List

the known limitations of the conventional TA scheme is the ping-pong effect. TAL can avoid

ping-pong TAU overhead by adding two adjacent TAs in the same TAL hence eliminating TAU.

Another limitation of the conventional TA scheme is the mass mobility scenario e.g. UEs in a

train crossing over to a new TA. TAL has the ability to assign UE specific TALs. Hence the cells

along the train track can assign different TALs to UEs. The UE in the train will have different

TALs and hence will not perform TAU at the same time mitigating mass TAUs. 

11



Chapter 4  Implementing TAL Scheme in Cellular Networks

Chapter 4 ple ent n TA Sche e n Cell lar Network

As discussed TAL is expected to remove some limitations of the conventional TA scheme. The

main challenge is how to apply TAL in large-scale networks. Tailoring TAL according to UE

movement and all pattern is the key to having an optimal TAL configuration that will reduce

signaling overhead. Availability of individual UE movement and call patterns would facilitate

generating  an  optimum TAL  that  could  essentially  eliminate  signaling  overhead:  Each  UE

would get a specific TAL containing all cells it is expected to traverse through until it is paged.

Individual  UE  movement  and  call  patterns  is  costly  to  obtain.  Also  the  validity  of  the

information  is  limited because  UE traces  is  the  history  of  UEs  movement  and  the  future

movement and call patterns for UEs might change.

4.1 UE-trace based TAL

Getting  traces  for  idle  UEs  was  a  costly  and  infeasible  exercise  in  previous  cellular

technologies. LTE however offers some possibilities for collecting a small part of UE traces.

One possibility is the use of applications supporting GPS to collect UE movement and call

data. Another possibility is to have a TAL configuration that will facilitate collecting UE trace

data.

TAL scheme in LTE offers the flexibility of giving UE specific TAL and this can be used to collect

a percentage of UE traces. If the network gives a list to a UE that only contains the updating

cell, then it is possible to trace that specific UE in the network. Consider the scenario in Figure

4.1. Both the UEs are assumed to be in LTE_IDLE state. UE b is the one for which the traces will

be collected.  There are three TAs in the figure namely TA1,  TA2 and TA3. Lets consider that

TAL1 = {TA1,TA3} and TAL2 = {TA2,TA3}. This implies that a UE is either holding TAL1 or

TAL2. UE a is holding TAL1 and when it enter TA2 it updates to TAL2. UE b (the traced UE) on

the other hand gets a TAL containing only the updating cell and not TAL1 or TAL2. Therefore

UE b performs update every time it changes cell. This updating on each cell changes enables

to capture the trace 7-4-8-6 for UE b.

12



4.1 UE-trace based TAL

The amount of TAU performed by the traced UEs is the cost of collecting part of the UE traces.

There is no paging overhead associated with traced UEs since their location is always known.

4.2 UE-trace scenario

The  UE  movement  directly  affects  the signaling  overhead  [12].  In  other  words,  signaling

overhead  is  dependent  on  the  UE  traces.  In  order  to  compare  the  TAL  scheme and  the

conventional TA scheme, both must be applied to the same UE-trace scenario. A UE-trace

scenario is a set of UE movement and call pattern over a given time that matches a given set

of cell load and handover data. There can be numerous UE-trace scenarios for one set of cell

load and handover data.  UE-trace scenario is  generated using a mobility  model.  UE-trace

scenario is dependent on the mobility model, the amount and speed of each UE's movement.

Assume that cell handover, cell load and call intensity factor α data are available for a network.
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Figure 4.1: UE trace collection



4.2 UE-trace scenario

The generation of UE-trace scenario start with determining the starting cell for each UE. Cells

with high load are more probable to be the starting cells for UEs. The probability that a cell i is

the starting cell is calculated as in (4.1).

P start( i)=
ui

∑
k=1

N

uk

 (4.1)

where,
Pstart = probability that cell i is the starting cell

ui = cell load of cell i

N = total number of cells

The next cell  for  a  UE is dependent on the last  visited cell  of  a UE.  The UE will  move to

neighbors of last cell with high number of handovers. The probability that cell j is the next cell

for the UE, given that the last cell was i, is calculated as in (4.2).

Pnext (i , j)=
hi j

∑
k=1

N

hik

 (4.2)

where,
Pnext((i, j ) = probability that the next cell is j when the current cell is i

hij = cell handovers from cell i to cell j

N = total number of cells

the UE-trace scenario is defined as a matrix. The number of rows is equal to the number of

UEs U. The UE-trace scenario matrix is for a given time duration T. Time duration T is divided

into equal time intervals  t.  The serving cell of UE  u in the time interval  t is represented by

element at (u,t) of the scenario matrix. The duration of each interval is Δt.  The dimension of

the scenario matrix is U×
T

Δ t
. The first column of the matrix is calculated using (4.1) and the

remaining columns are calculated using (4.2). Based on the call intensity factor denoted by α,

αU of the UEs are randomly paged. The call duration for each UE is determined using Poisson

distribution. During the call, the UE are in LTE_ACTIVE state and there is no update overhead

since the network knows UE location to the granularity of a cell.
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4.2 UE-trace scenario

Figure 4.2 illustrates how a row of a UE-trace scenario matrix looks like. The time interval T is

divided into 10 intervals  (t1,...,t10))  with Δt duration each.  The UE remain in cell  i for one  Δt,

then moves to cell j and stays there for 3Δt . Finally the UE moves to cell k and stay there for

the rest of the time.

The UE-trace scenario matrices are populated using Pstart and Pnext as in (4.1) and (4.2). Start cell

for each UE is selected using Pstart while the subsequent cell are selected using Pnext. Figure 4.3

and  Figure 4.4 explains start cell  and next cell  for each UE. A random number is generated

between [0,1]. From the Figure 4.3, Pstart for cell j is closest to the generated random number.

Thus, cell  j is  selected as the starting cell. Once the starting cell is selected, the next cell is

determined using Pnext. A random number is generated between [0,1]. The neighbor cell  of  j

having  Pnext closest to the generated random number is selected. From Figure 4.4 cell  b has

probability closest to the random number. Thus, cell b is selected as the next cell.
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Figure 4.2: Example of a row of UE-trace scenario matrix

Figure 4.3: Start cell selection



4.2 UE-trace scenario

4.3 Aggregated Data from UE-trace Scenario

UE-trace scenario matrix is generated using start cell  and next cell  probabilities which are

based on cell load and cell handover data respectively. The cell load and handover from the

UE-trace scenario needs to be aggregated to match the original data.

The aggregated cell load ui of a cell i is the ratio of total time spent by UEs in cell i to the time

duration of the UE-trace scenario matrix. Similarly the aggregated cell handovers from cell i to

k is the number of times UEs move from cell  i to cell  k in the UE-trace scenario matrix. In

Figure 4.2 if it is supposed that Δt = 1 and T = 10 then the aggregated cell load data is ui =

0.2, uj = 0.3 and uk = 0.5. The handover data is h i j = 1 and h j k  = 1.

4.4 Rule of Thumb TAL

Rule of thumb TAL design is proposed in [3]. It offers a way of designing TAL without the need

of UE traces. Rule of thumb is used for performance evaluation of UE-trace based TAL design.

To explain rule of thumb TAL design, consider a network with only two cells i and j . The TAL of

cell i can either be {i} or {i, j}. Under the assumption that TAs can only have one cell. For the

first case where TAL(i) = {i}, all UE performing handover from j to i will perform an update.

The resulting update overhead will be cuh i j . There will be no paging overhead since there is

only one TA in TAL. For the second case where TAL(i) = {i, j}, there will be no update overhead

for UEs moving from cell j to i as both cells are in the TAL of UEs, however there will be paging

overhead since the network needs to search for called UE in cells i and j. The resulting paging

overhead is given as αc pui. To minimize overhead resulting from cell i, a TAL design is chosen

that gives a lower overhead. In other words, if c uh i j > αcpui then TAL(i) = {i, j} and TAL(i) = {i}
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Figure 4.4: Next cell selection



4.4 Rule of Thumb TAL

otherwise i.e. 

l i j={1 if c
u
h i j > αc

p
u i

0 otherwise
(4.3)

For a large-scale network, rule of thumb TAL design provides a local minimum and not the

global minimum since each cell is optimizing TAL with respect to its own perspective using its

data without taking into account the effect of other cells on their modified TAL.
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Chapter 5  Design and Simulation Results

Chapter 5 De n and S lat on Re lt

This chapter explains the design aspects of UE-trace based TAL design in more detail. Based

on the network data, multiple UE-trace scenarios are generated. These scenarios are used for

performance evaluation of UE-trace based TAL design.

5.1 Introduction

The data for the city of Lisbon provided by the EU MOMENTUM project is used [10]. The data

consists of cell load and handover for 164 cells measured over a time of one hour. Although

cell load and handover are associated with active UEs, it is assumed that idle UEs follow the

same movement pattern. All UEs registering in a cell get the same TAL. UE movement data (for

active and idle UEs) is generated using cell load and handover..  Five UE-trace scenarios are

generated  and  used  for  performance  evaluation  of  TAL  schemes.  The  UE-trace  scenario

matrices are for 25000 UEs i.e. U = 25000 and the time duration is 60 mins i.e. T  = 60. The

time  duration  is  divided  into  60  intervals of  1  min  each  i.e.  Δt =  1.  The  activity factor  

α  = 0,0167 i.e.  1.67% of  all  UEs in the UE-trace scenarios  are paged.  A UE can be paged

multiple times. The average cell duration for UEs is 5 minutes. Cost of a TAU is taken to be 10

times more than a paging request and is a commonly used value in different papers [9], [14],

[15] i.e. cu = 1 and c p  = 0,1.

As  explained in  Section  4.2 cell  movements  are  generated for  each user  in  the  network.

However,  the number of  cell  movements for each UE is  unknown.  It  is assumed that the

number of cell  movements for UEs follows Rayleigh distribution  shown. However, average

number of  moves  are needed  to generate a  Rayleigh function.  The function  will  give the

number of moves each UE has. Since this is unknown, the original data is used to determine

the mean number of moves. The mean number of moves is given as:

µmoves=∥∑i=1

N

∑
j=1

N

h i j

∑
k=1

N

uk ∥  (5.1)

where,
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5.1 Introduction

h i j  = number of cell handover from cell i to j
uk = cell load of cell k
N = total no. of cells

The average number of moves (μmoves) from the original data is 1 move per UE. This is used as

the mean of the Rayleigh function. Figure 5.1 shows the Rayleigh distribution function used to

generate UE traces:

Call duration for UEs is determined using Poisson distribution with λ = 5 (average call 
duration). The distribution is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Rayleigh distribution function (μ = 1)
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5.1 Introduction

Algorithm I explains the algorithm used for generating a UE-trace scenario matrix. A random.

M is the UE-trace scenario matrix. μmoves is the average number of moves calculated as in (5.1).

Algorithm I  –  Generating UE Traces

for i = 1:N
 calculate Pstart(i) using (4.1)

end

for i = 1:N

 for j = 1:N
 calculate Pnext(i) using (4.2)

 end

end

for x = 1:USERS
 generate random number between 0 and 1;

 draw cell from Pstart using random number;
 add drawn cell to ue-trace scenario matrix Mx1;

end

trace_length = 60;

for x = 1:USERS
 draw num_moves using Rayleigh_random(µmoves);

 while num_moves > 0
 for j = 2:trace_length

 previous cell = Mx(j-1);
 if handover from previous cell to cells > 0

 draw cell from Pnext(i,j) using random number;
 add drawn cell to ue-trace scenario matrix Mxi;

 num_moves = num_moves – 1;
 else
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Figure 5.2: Poisson distribution function ( λ = 5)



5.1 Introduction

 Mxj = Mx(j-1);

 end

 end

end

end
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5.2 Mobility Model Verification

5.2 Mobility Model Verification

The aggregated cell load and handover data from UE-trace scenario matrices can be used to

verify against original data. Aggregated cell load of cell  i is defined as the number of times

cell i appears in UE-trace scenario matrix divided by the total number of time intervals
T

Δ t
.

Figure 5.4 compares aggregated cell load given by (5.2) from one of the UE-trace scenario to

original cell load data. Figure 5.4 compares aggregated cell handover from UE-trace scenario I

to original cell handover data.

u i =
ni×Δ t

T
 (5.2)

where,

ni = number of times cell i appears in UE traces

Δt = time duration of intervals

T = total time duration for UE-traces
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of cell load distribution for UE-trace scenario I with original data



5.2 Mobility Model Verification

The results show that  although there are some visible differences,  aggregated data to some

extent resembles the original data.

5.3 Conventional Tracking Area Design

For  conventional  TA  design,  aggregated  cell  load  and  handover  from  the  five  UE-trace

scenario  matrices  is  used.  The data is used as  input  to CPLEX  [11] to  generate optimum

conventional TA designs for each scenario. The model used by CPLEX is defined in [18].

5.4 UE-Trace based TAL Design

To generate UE-trace based TAL design, the optimum conventional TA design is used as the

initial  TAL.  Since the optimum conventional  TA design gives the lowest possible  signaling

overhead for conventional case, it is a good starting point. To explain how initial TAL is formed

from conventional TA design consider a TA1 such that TA1 = {a,b} where a and b are cells.

The  TAL  of  cell  a and  b becomes  {a,b}.  The  TAL  is  optimized  by  adding/removing  cells

repeatedly and calculating signaling overhead after each change. If the change in TAL results

in  a  lower  overhead  than  conventional  case  (which  serves  as  the  starting  reference),  the

change is kept otherwise it is discarded. The new lower overhead is set as the new reference.

The process is repeated for TAL of each cell and a final TAL for each cell is obtained.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of cell handover distribution for UE-trace scenario I with original data



5.4 UE-Trace based TAL Design

Algorithm II –  TAL design based on UE-traces

save x% ue_traces as part_ue_traces;
calculate total overhead conv_OH for conventional TA design;

save conv_OH as reference overhead ref_OH
save conventional TA design conv_TA as optimum TAL opt_TAL;

for i = 1:N
 for j = 1:N

if j is not in TAL of i
 add j to TAL of i;

save modified TAL as new_TAL;
calculate overhead new_OH using new_TAL from part_ue_traces;

if new_OH < ref_OH
save new_OH as ref_OH;

save new_TAL as opt_TAL;
else

remove j from TAL of i;
end

else

remove j from TAL of i;

save modified TAL as new_TAL;
calculate overhead new_OH using new_TAL from part_ue_traces;

if new_OH < ref_OH
save new_OH as ref_OH;

save new_TAL as opt_TAL;
else

add j to TAL of i;
end

 end

  end

end

The optimization of UE-trace based TAL design involves applying changed TALs to  the UE-

trace scenarios and determine total overhead. The TAL is optimized using mobility and call

pattern for different percentage (x%)  of total UE traces (sample UE traces).  The reason for

considering part of the UE traces (sample UE traces) is that data needed to generate UE traces

has  an associated cost  as  explained in  Section  4.1.  Therefore  multiple  TAL  configurations

optimized using different number of sample UEs are generated to see how TAL performance

varies for different number of sample UEs.
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5.5 Block Diagram of Simulation Setup

5.5 Block Diagram of Simulation Setup

The block diagram of the simulation setup is shown below:

Following is a description of the different blocks in the block diagram:

1. The original data  is  from real-life network of Lisbon consisting of cell  load and cell

handover

25

Figure 5.5: Simulation setup (block diagram)



5.5 Block Diagram of Simulation Setup

2. Algorithm I is used to generate a UE traces scenario from the original data

3. Aggregated cell load and cell handover are calculated from UE-trace scenario matrix

4. Using aggregated data and UE-trace scenario the conventional TA design is optimized

using CPLEX [11]

5. The conventional TA design is applied to the UE traces and the signaling overhead is

calculated

6. Different number of UE traces (sample UE traces) are selected

7. UE-trace based TAL design is generated for different number of sample UE traces

8. Signaling overhead is calculated by applying UE-trace based TAL designs to UE traces

9. Cost of data collection is calculated for different number of sample UE traces

10. Using UE-trace scenario, signaling overhead is calculated for UE-trace based TALs

11. Rule of Thumb TAL design is generated as described in Section 4.4

5.6 Numerical Results

UE-trace based TAL design algorithm and the rule of thumb TAL algorithm are implemented in

MATLAB R2009b [13]. The performance of UE-trace based TAL design is compared with both

the conventional TA and the rule of thumb TAL designs. The performance evaluation is done

by applying the  TAL designs  to  5  different  UE-trace  scenarios.  The  signaling  overhead is

calculated by using UE traces for the 5 scenarios. Each time a UE makes a handover to a cell

that is not in its TAL, cu  is added to the overall overhead. When a UE is paged, a cost equal to

(L t a l-1)*cp  , where L t a l is the length of UE TAL, is added to the overall signaling overhead. A

called UE does not contribute to TAU during the call duration.
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5.7 Conventional TA 

5.7 Conventional TA 

The performance evaluation of conventional TA design is done by applying the design to UE-

trace scenarios. Table 1 gives the signaling overhead for the 5 UE-trace scenarios. The results

show that the overall  signaling overheads for the 5 UE-trace scenarios are very close. The

reason is that the UE-trace scenarios are all based on the same original data (cell load and

handover data).

UE Trace Scenario TAU Paging Total

1 990.0 235.2 1225.2

2 962.0 239.6 1201.6

3 885.0 264.6 1149.6

4 930.0 253.4 1183.4

5 892.0 274.0 1166.0

Table 1: Signaling overhead for the conventional TA design
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5.8 UE-Trace based TAL design

5.8 UE-Trace based TAL design

UE-trace  based  TAL  configurations  for  different  UE-trace  scenarios  are  generated.  TAL

configurations are generated for different number of UE traces. The different number of UE

traces used were 150,  300,  750,  1000,  1250,  1750,  2000 and 2500.  All  the results  are not

presented. Table 3 presents the results are for a case with 1250 UE traces and compares them

to the corresponding conventional TA configuration.

UE-Trace Scenario
Conventional TA TAL

TAU Paging TAU Paging

I 50 9,5 1 10,6

II 34 5,9 1 6,0

III 39 12,1 2 13,1

IV 34 11,5 2 13,1

V 48 5,5 4 6,4

Table 2: Signaling overhead for UE-trace based TAL design using 1250 (5%) UE traces

From Table 5 it is seen that UE-trace based TAL design offers considerable reduction in TAU

overhead compared to the conventional TA configuration for the collected UE traces. There is

however  a  slight  increase  in  paging  overhead.  To  evaluate  performance  for  large-scale

networks, UE-trace based TAL configurations for different percentage of UE traces are applied

to all  UE  traces  for  the  5  UE-trace  scenarios.  Table  3 presents  TAU overhead results  and

compares them to the conventional TA configuration. 

UE Trace Scenario
Number of sample UE traces Conventional TA

Design150 300 750 1000 1250 1750 2000 2500

I 820 763 571 539 504 451 410 368 990,0

II 845 777 713 684 630 549 501 445 962,0

III 796 677 599 584 540 497 489 399 885,0

IV 884 854 724 664 585 503 486 447 930,0

V 802 727 642 596 553 496 475 419 892,0

Table 3: TAU overhead of the UE-trace based TAL design
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5.8 UE-Trace based TAL design

From Table 3 it is seen that TAU cost is reduced as the number of sample UE traces increase

i.e. when data from more UE traces is used in improving the UE-trace based TAL design. This is

valid for all the 5 UE-trace scenarios. Even using data from 150 UE traces, the UE-trace based

TAL design yield a lower TAU overhead compared to conventional TA design for all scenarios.

The paging cost for UE-trace based TAL design and conventional TA design for 5 different UE

trace scenarios is calculated and presented in Table 4.

UE Trace Scenario
Number of sample UE traces Conventional TA

Design150 300 750 1000 1250 1750 2000 2500

I 238,2 237,9 245,7 244,5 246,3 241 239,3 242,1 225,7

II 243,9 245 244,3 247,6 251,8 250,9 255,2 252,8 233,7

III 268,3 270,7 272 270,7 273,6 277 271,7 283,2 252,5

IV 253,4 255,9 261,3 264,2 264,1 265,9 268,2 253,1 241,9

V 276,4 283,3 285 290 295,4 303 298,5 300,2 268,5

Table 4: Paging overhead for the UE-trace based TAL design

The results show that paging overhead increases slightly for UE-trace based TAL design. The

cost of TAU is 10 times more than paging. UE-trace based TAL configurations are optimized

for TAU more than paging. There is a trade-off between update and paging overheads i.e. if

one increases the other decreases and vice versa. UE-trace based TAL design reduces TAU

overhead considerably while there is a small increase in paging overhead. However, the total

overhead is still considerably lower than conventional TA design.

5.9 Cost of Data Collection

As described in Section 4.1, UE traces are collected using special TAL configuration. This TAL

configuration is  used for certain UEs (sample UEs) for  a  certain amount of  time.  The UEs

perform update whenever they change a cell. This enables to track UE movement for the time

period.  The location of sample UEs is  known to the granularity of cell.  Hence there is no

paging overhead and the cost of data collection is the TAU overhead generated by sample

UEs. This cost must also be considered when evaluating UE-trace based TAL design since UE

traces  are  prerequisite  for  designing  it.  Table  5 present  the  overall  overhead  and  the

associated model cost using UE-trace scenario I.
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5.9 Cost of Data Collection

Number of Sample UEs
Conventional TA

Design
Total Overhead

Cost of Data

Collection

150

1215,7

1058,2 47

300 1000,9 90

750 816,7 218

1000 783,5 291

1250 750,3 368

1750 692 517

2000 649,3 595

2500 610,1 737

Table 5: Cost of data collection (UE-trace scenario I)

From Table 5 it is seen that generating UE-trace based TAL using more sample UE traces offers

more reduction in overall overhead. However, the cost of data increases as number of sample

UEs  adversely  impacting  the  performance  of  UE-trace  based  TAL  design  compared  to

conventional TA design. Hence, it is not advantageous to collect UE traces using TAL.

5.10 Rule of Thumb TAL

Rule of thumb TAL design as explained in Section 4.4 is also used to generated TAL for the 5

UE-trace  scenarios.  Table  6 presents  the  results.  The  results  are  compared  to  both

conventional TA and UE-trace based TAL designs.

Scheme Scenario I Scenario II Scenario III Scenario IV Scenario V

Rule of Thumb TAL Design 754,7 892,4 816,5 870,8 833,1

UE-trace based TAL Design 761,9 888,8 828,7 864,2 858,8

Conventional TA Design 1165,7 1161,7 1098,5 1137,9 1112,5

Table 6: Total overhead comparison for the three TAL designs

From  Table 6 it  is  seen rule of thumb TAL performs better than UE-trace based TAL.  This

argument is further supported by the fact that there is an associated cost for collecting UE

traces (not shown).
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5.11 Conclusion

5.11 Conclusion

This chapter compares the performance of  UE-trace based TAL design to conventional  TA

scheme.  The numerical  results  show that  TAL schemes have the potential  to considerably

reduce signaling overhead compared to the conventional TA scheme. Even using as small as

150 UE traces to generate a TAL configuration and applying to a large-scale network yields a

lower signaling overhead compared to the conventional TA scheme. Using more UE traces to

design TAL further reduces signaling overhead. The drawback however is the cost associated

with collecting UE traces. The high cost makes TAL an infeasible approach  for collecting UE

traces and reduces its performance. The compared rule of thumb approach for designing TAL

performed better. Based on the numerical results and computational time, UE-trace based TAL

is not recommended for large-scale networks.
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Chapter 6 Concl on

The aim of the thesis work has been to exploit TAL concept in LTE networks. The TAL concept

is a relatively new concept and this thesis work was aimed to explore how TAL concept can

reduce total overhead of a network. An approach for designing TAL using traces was provided

and evaluated against conventional TA scheme and TAL design by rule of thumb approach.

The results show that TAL provides better performance (lower signaling overhead) compared

to the conventional TA design for the  used  network scenario.  The drawback however is the

cost for collecting UE traces. Rule of thumb is a fast and simple approach for designing TALs

for large-scale networks.

The need to reduce overhead is a key factor in today's mobile networks due to increasing

number of users. This is a hot research topic for researches. The introduction of LTE has made

this research more interesting due to the flexibility it offers in designing a network compared

to previous generations. The concept of TAL is an interesting research area subject but very

limited research on the topic is available as the concept is quite new. TALs have the potential

to reduce overhead and also allow for easy re-configuration of the network.

Future  work  can  be  directed  towards  generating  a  better  algorithm  to  design  TAL

configurations. Further reductions can be made in overhead by providing UE specific TALs i.e.

assigning each UE entering a particular cell a TAL that is designed considering UE movement

and call history.
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